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Abstract:
If Hoare's Logic, HL(A), is complete on a structure A, then the set PC(A) of all asserted

programs true over A is recursive in the first order theory of A, Th(A). We show that this
implication cannot be reversed.

Introduction
It is known (cf. [5]) that for a given first order language L, the set of Floyd-Hoare partial

correctness assertions PCL = UP} a (Q) I P,Q are first order formulae over L, a is a
while-program over L, and

ir=

{P} a {Q}} is a 11?-complete set. In particular PCL is not

r.e., and therefore it cannot possess a finitary sound and (absolutely) complete proof
system.

Let HL denote the standard Hoare's proof system for proving partial correctness of
while-programs. Cook's [4] idea to repair incompleteness of HL was to take the first order
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theory of an L- structure A, abbreviated Th(A), as additional axioms, obtaining in this way

an enlarged proof system HL(A).

In general for a given L -structure A, the set

PC(A) = {{P} a (Q} A th {P} a {Q}} is 11? in Th(A) (cf. [1]), and hence still is not r.e. even
I

in Th(A). Thus HL(A) cannot be complete for all A's.

For some structures A, however, HL(A) is complete. Cook's theorem [4] says that for

every structure A for which L is expressive for while-programs, HL(A) is complete.
However, expressiveness is not necessary for completeness of the HL system: any non

standard model of arithmetic possess a complete HL, but the first order language of
arithmetic is never expressive for while-programs over such model (cf. [2]). Moreover,
expressiveness represents what amounts to a degenerate case: when expressiveness
holds, programming logic (e.g. regular Dynamic Logic) collapses to first order logic, and in
particular partial correctness assertions reduce to first order formulae.
From the above it follows that if for a given structure A, HL(A) is complete, then PC(A) is

recursive in Th(A). This paper is motivated by the following question: is HL(A) complete

for every st ructu re A such that PC(A) is recursive in Th(A)? It is our aim to show that
the answer to the above question is negative. We will present a general construction of
counterexamples for this situation.As a corollary of our results we obtain an example of a

structure which shows that ability of coding finite sequences cannot be removed from
assumptions of Harel's theorem on arithmetic universes (cf. [5]).

Suppose now for a while that HL(A) is incomplete but PC(A) is recursive in Th(A).What
can be done to make HL complete? For this question it is meaningful to consider HL(L, E)

as a proof system over a first order theory E in language L.HL(A) may be then identified
with HL(L, Th(A)), where A is an L-structure. It follows from [3] that A can be expanded to

an L -structure A* with L -L being finite, such that for some decidable theory T c Th(A*),

PC(A) c HL(L*, Th(A) u T).Thus Th(A) u T, where T is decidable but formulated in an
extended language contains enough information to derive all of PC(A).
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Preliminaries

1.
1.1

For completeness sale we start with a formulation of HL that suits our purposes

best. There are four rules of inference.
1.1.1

Assignment rule
O[t/x1
P
(P} x: = t (C))

where P,Q are first order formulae, x is a variable, t is a term, and Q[t/x] denotes a
formula obtained from Q by uniformly substituting t for all free occurences of x in Q.
1.1.2

Composition rule

(P) a (Q). (0) /3 (R)
(P) a; /3 (R)
where P,Q,R are first order formulae, and a,
1.1.3

fl are while-programs.

Conditional rule
(P A B) a (Q), (P A

-1

B) # (Q}

(131 if B then a else 13 fi (C))

where P,Q,B are first order formulae, B is quantifier free, and a, p are while-programs.
1.1.4

Iteration rule
P

RJR A B} a (R), RA--IBQ
(P) while B do a od (Q)

where P,R,Q,B are first order formulae, B is quantifier free, and a is a while-program.
1.1.5

Oracle axiom (for a given structure A). Every PETh(A) is an axiom.

Given a structure A, HL(A) denotes the set of all asserted programs (P) a (Q) provable
by using rules (1.1.1 - 1.1.4) and oracle axiom for A.
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The reader can easily check that the following rule
Consequence rule
P

P.

(P1) a (Q1). Q1

Q

{P} a (0)
where P, P1, Q, Qi are first order formulae, and a is a while-program; is derivable in HL.
Another rule easily derivable in HL is the following:

(13) a {Q}

(3xP) a {3xQ)
where P,Q are first order formulae, a is a while-program and x does not occur in a.

We will need a slightly stronger statement. Let a proof of (P) a (0) in HL(A) be given
and let x does not occur in a. This proof can be transforwarded into another one by putting

{3xP) a {3xQ). Repeated application of this procedure yields the following lemma.
1.1.6

Lemma

Let X be the set of all variables occuring free in P,Q, or a. If HL(A) proves (P) a (0),

then there exists a proof of (P) a (0) in HL(A) using only invariants and intermediate
assertions with free variables in X.

As the next step in this technical introduction we will explain a construction of a

1.2

structure A ED B on which our paper is technically based.

Let L1, and L2 be two disjoint similarity types. Let A,B,1 be new symbols not belong to

Li U £2. A and B are unavy predicate symbols, and ± is a constant symbol. Let A, B be

Li

L2-structures, respectively. Assume that carriers of A and B (denoted by IAI and IBI,

respectively) are disjoint. Let L = Li u £2 U {A,B,1). A ED B is an L -structure with carrier
IA ED

I

= AI u BI U fib where ± is a new element, not in IAI u IBI. A is a characteristic

predicate of IAI, and B is a characteristic predicate of IBI. Li (respectively £2) function
symbols are defined the same as in A (as in B, respectively), provided all arguments are

taken from IAI (from IBI, resp.) getting value I otherwise. Li (respectively £2) predicate
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symbols are defined the same as in A (as in B, resp.), provided all arguments are taken from
IAI (from IBI, resp.), and set to be false elsewhere.

A ED B is a kind of disjoint union of A and B. Clearly a meaningful alternative to this

definition would be a two-sorted structure. We will not do so mainly with the purpose in
mind to keep as close as possible to the standard Hoare formalism.

We are now in position to formulate a general theorem which has the claim in the
introduction as a corollary.
1.2.1

Theorem

(i)

For every A there is a structure B such that PC(AeB) is recursive in Th(AEDE).

(ii)

For arbitrary A and B, if HL(A) is incomplete, then so is HL(AEDB).

It follows from the above result that if we take A such that HL(A) is incomplete (e.g. A
can be chosen to be <6.),s,o>, where s is a successor function on nonnegative integers, or A

can be the field of complex numbers, cf. [1] for proofs of incompleteness of HL(A) for these

A's), and choose B such that PC(MDB) is recursive in Th(MDB), then HL(AEDB) is also
incomplete, and A ED B is the kind of structure we looked for.

Let N stand for the standard model of arithmetic. By 1.2.1(ii) we have that for any A with
incomplete HL(A), HL(AEDN) is incomplete. Harel's theorem on arithmetical universes (cf.

[5]) says that if B is a structure which contains the standard model of arithmetic (as a first
order definable part of B) and if B has "ability" to code finite sequences of Elements from

IBI, then the first order language is expressive for while-programs over B, and therefore
HL(B) is complete. Since obviously N is a first order definable part of A ED N, this shows that

quite technical assumption of being able to code finite sequences cannot be removed from
Harel's theorem.
The proofs of (i) and (ii) are quite independent and are subjects of sections 2 and 3.
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2. Adding an expressive structure (proof of (i))
Let A be a structure of signature L1. If A is finite, then choose any finite B. In that case
AEDB is finite as well and PC(AeB) is recursive in Th(AEDB). This rerifies theorem 1.2.1(i) in
that case.

Assume now that A is infinite. B is constructed as follows. Let A* be an isomorphic

copy of A such that IAI n IA*I = 0. Let Li* be a similarity type of A*, such that L1* is an
isomorphic copy of L1 and disjoint with L. Then we expand A* to an arithmetic universe in
the sense of [5] (i.e. we add a def inning predicate for "non negative integers" N, arithmetic

operations, a relation for coding finite sequences, and in addition, for technical reasons,
we add pairing and unpairing functions). We also expand the language of A* by three new
constants g, b, J denoting different elements. The resulting structure is B. It has the same
domain as A*, but it has got a richer similarity type which we will denote by L2.
It is clear that
2.1

Th(B) is recursive in Th(AEDB).

It follows immediately from the definition of ED-construction.

Because B is expressive (being an arithmetical universe), HL(B) is complete. Therefore
2.2

PC(B) is recursive in Th(B). By (2.1) and (2.2) it is enough to prove that

2.3

PC(AeB) is many-one reducible to PC(B).

We will outline the proof of (2.3) by showing an effective simulation of computations on
AEDB by those on B.

The details of this simulation are slightly messy but completely

harmless and we take the liberty to skip some of them.
Let M: IAI

IBI be a bijective mapping which corresponds to the isomorphism A

First we code A ED B in B x B as follows:

if x E IAI
if x E IBI

(a, M(x)),

Code(x) =

(L, x),

±),

if x =

J.
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A*.

In order to describe a smooth translation of assertions and programs we introduce two
infinite families of new variables: yo, yl,

, zo, z1,....

As a next step we show an effective translation Tr of first order formulae over the
language of A ED B which use individual variables: xo, x1,... to first order formulae over L2
with variables yo, y1,..., zo, z1,.... The translation will have the following property:
for every P(x0,..., xn.1) over the language of AED B, and for all co,..., cn.1 E IA ®BI,
A El) B r

P(x0,..., xn.1) [c0,...,Cn.1] iff B = t r (P) (yo, z0,...,yr1,zn.1)[code(c0),...,code(c1)].

Because the formal definition of Tr is slightly cumbersome we present its details. We
first introduce some notations. For a term t and for i E (1,2), L(t) is a truth value equal to
t rue iff t is a term over language L.

Moreover, if t is a term over Li, then f denotes the corresponding term over L1 * c L.

We define Tr inductively. Let P be t = t', where t contains the variables X = (xii,..., )(id,
xim). Then Tr(P) is

and t' contains the variables X' = (x4
2.4

"t in A, and t' in A, and t = t"

V

2.5

"t in B, and t' in B, and t = t"

V

2.6

"t is 1, and t' is 1"
Fomulae (2.4)

(2.4')

-

(2.6) can formally be written as follows:

xi E x u a. (yi = a) A L1 (t) A L2(V)

'I
(2.5')

xi EXUX'

ik

11

= t [z.

lk

/x11.

11

(yi = 12) A L2(t) A L2(V)

= t' [zil /X.

t[Zii /Xil

11

(2.6')

[x\Yi (yi = JJ

(L1(t) A

X

V

A

"

zjrn
.
/x.

A

1m

/x. ]
1m

(-1 L1(t) A --1L2(t))

i = b))

V

(L2(t) A 3/xi
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V

(yi

=

a

A

\Xi

[xiEX' Y1 = J

V

(-11-101 A -'1,2(n)

V

(L1(t') A jEk (Y = b))

V

(1-2(t') A WxiEX' (Yi = g))].

If P is R(t0 ..... tn.i) with R E Li and X = fxii,...,xik} are all variables occuring in P then Tr(P)
is:

A

xiEX Yi = a)

'

n (In(Zi /Xi
1

=0 L1 (ti)

,

k

1

/xi ),

,

A

in.1(Zik/Xik,

zik/xik))., where R EL, is a

symbol which corresponds to R.
If P is A(t), then Tr(P) is:
411

xiEX

t

i

A

= a)

L1(t).

The cases P is B(t) or P is R(t0,

tn_1) with R E L2 are dealt similarly and are left for the

reader.
If P is P1 V P2, then Tr(P) is Tr(P1) v Tr(P2).

If P has free variables X = {xi
xiEX kYi = a

,

Im

y=

V

), then Tr(--IP) is

V

yi =

_j_)

A

-1 Tr(P).

And finally Tr(3x1 P) is
3yi 3z1 ((yi = a

v

y=b

v

yi= .1.)

A

Tr(P)).

This describes Tr in detail.

The next step is to extend Tr to programs a over the language of AEDB in order to have
this property for all first order formulae P, Q over the language of AEDB:

2.7

AEDB 3= (P)a(Q)

iff B = {Tr(P)) Tr(a)(Tr(Q)}.

Given a program a and let {x0, ..., xn.1} be all variables occuring in a. Tr(a) will be
using variables y0, zo,

yn.1, zn.1 in such a way that the following diagram commutes
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18 e aln

-->

a

iAI
I

Code"

lvin

Tra

>

113

Code"

x

To achieve this every assignment statement xi : = t in a is replaced by an assignment
statement to both yi and zi, depending on LIM, L2(t), and the values of yi's corresponding
to xl .'s occuring in t. Every test P in a is replaced by Tr(P). The details of this construction
can safely be left for the reader.

By (2.7), PC(AEDB) is many-one reducible to PC(B). This completes the proof of part (i)
of Theorem 1.2.1.
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3. Hoare's Logic over Ala) B (Proof of (ii))
In this section we will show that incompleteness of HL(A) implies incompleteness of
HL(AEBB).

First we introduce some notations. Let P be a first order formula over the language of
MDB. (P)A, a relativization of P to IAI is defined inductively as follows:
if P is atomic, then (P)A is P
(-1P)A is ."(P)A
(P1 v P2)A iS (P1)A V (P2)A
(3 X P)A iS 3 x (A(x) A (P)A).

If X is a finite set of variables, then A(X) will always denote xExA(x). (P)8 and B(X) are
defined similarily.
We can now formulate on important lemma connecting PC(A) and PC(A013).
3.1

Lemma

Let P,Q be first order formulae over L1, and let a be a while-program over L1. Let X be
the set of all variables occuring free in P or Q or a.

{P} a (Q)

{A(X) A (P)A) a {A(X) A (Q)A}.

(i)

A l=

(ii)

If HL(MDB) proves {A(X) A (P)A} a {A(x) A (Q)A) using only invariants

iff AEBB l=

and inter-mediate assertions with free variables in X and of the form A(X) A (R)A, then
HL(A) proves (P) a (Q).
Both parts of the above lemma are obvious and the proof is omitted. The result at this
stage can be proved using the following proposition.
3.2

Proposition

Let P be a first order formula over the language of AEBB. Let X be the set of all variables
occuring free in P. there exists a first order formula Q over L1 such that
AEDB

= (A(X) A P) 4- (A(X) A (0)A).
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Before we start proving Proposition 3.2 we show how to complete the proof of Theorem

1.2.1. Assume that HL(A) is incomplete. Choose (P) a {Q) true in A but not derivable in
HL(A).

Let X be the set of all variables occuring free in P, Q, or a. By Lemma 3.1.(i),

{A(X) A (P)A) a {A(X) A (Q)A) is true in AEDB, and therefore if HL(A0B)

I

{A(X) A (P)A) a

{A(X) A (Q)A)
We derive a contradiction from this fact. Choose a proof of this asserted program in
HL(A(1343) and use Lemma 1.1.1 to transform it into a proof in which all intermediate
assertions and invariants have their free variables in X. Conjuncting A(X) to all of these will

Then, using Proposition 3.2, all invariants and intermediate

not disburb the proof.

assertions can be written in the form A(X) A (R)A with R a first order formula over L1. By
Lemma 3.1(ii), HL(A) proves (P) a (0) in contrast to our assumptions.
The proof of Proposition 3.2 follows from a series of auxiliary lemmas stated below.
3.3

Lemma (1 - elimination)

For every first order formula P over L1 u {A, B, I) there is a formula P1 over Li u {A,
B) such that
(i)

AOB = (P) 4-> P1

(ii)

AEDB

la (PI)A

4-fr

((P)A)1.

Proof: The proof is by induction on structure of P. The basis step is long due to a large
number of cases to be considered. We show only one - the other cases for the basis step
are dealt similarly.

Let P be t1 = t2 where t1, t2 are terms, and assume that 1 occurs in t1. It is easy to see

that over AEDB t1 assumes constantly value I. Consider the following three sub-cases for
t2:

3.3.1

1 occurs in t2

3.3.2

t2 is a variable, say x

3.3.3

remaining cases.
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For (3.3.1) we define P1 as true. For (3.3.2) P1 is -1A(x) A -0(x). Finally for (3.3.3), if X
A(xj).
is the set of all variables occuring in t2, then we set P1 to be -1A(X), i.e. W
xiEx
Observe that if X = 0 then P1 becomes false. It is easy to check that P1 defined above

satisfies (i) and (ii). The inductive step is straightforward.
(P A Q)1
(-1 P)i-

(vx P)1

P1 A Q

is
is
is

vx (P1).

Again it is very easy to check that P1 has the desired properties.
3.4

Lemma

Let P be a first order formula over Li u (A,B), and assume that x occurs free in P. There
exists a formula P(x) over L1 u (A,B) such that x is not free in 13(x), and

(i) AOB 1= B(x)
(ii) /NOB = B(x)

(p

-

p(x))

t(P(x))A 4- ((MA)(x)).

Proof. The proof is by induction on P. Again, the basis step is quite long due to a large

number of cases to be considered, and as in the previous proof we will discuss here only
one case in detail leaving for the reader the remaining one.

Suppose P is ti = t2 and consider the following possibilities.
3.4.1

Both ti and t2 are x

3.4.2

x occurs in ti and in t2 and neither ti nor t2 is x

3.4.3

ti is x, t2 is not x and x occurs in t2

3.4.4

ti is x, and x does not occur in t2

3.4.5

t1 is not x, x occurs in t1, and it does not occur in t2.

Symmetrical cases to these from (3.4.1) - (3.4.5) are omitted in the above list.
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It is easy to check that in case (3.4.1), (3.4.2) P is constantly true when x gets any value
from IBI. Therefore we set in these cases P(x) to be true.

In case (3.4.3) - (3.4.5) P is constantly false for every value of x in IBI, and we set P(x) to
be false.

The reader can easily check that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Inductive step being obvious is
omitted.

Before proceeding to the last auxiliary result let us observe that due to symmetry of
construction of AEDB Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 remain true when Li is interchanged with L2 and
A with B.
3.5

Lemma

For every first order formula P over the language of AEDB there exist a nonnegative
integer n, formulae Fi,

Fn over Li u (A,B), and formulae Gi,

Gn over L2 U {A,B} such

that
A®B

1=

i =1

((Fi)A V (Gi)B)

Proof: We prove the statement of Lemma 3.5 by induction on P.
Let P be of the form ti = t2. Consider the following cases.
3.5.1

ti is a variable, say x. In t2 there occur symbols from Li, and L2.

3.5.2

ti is over Li, t2 is over L2, and both ti and t2 are not variables.

3.5.3

ti is over Li, in t2 there are symbols from Li and L2.

3.5.4

ti and t2 are over .t, u (A,B,±), where i = 1 or i = 2.

Cases symmetric to these listed above are omitted. Observe that if ti and t2 satisfy
(3.5.1), then AtDB 1= x = 1

4-0

P.

For (3.5.2) we have AEDB 1= P

Suppose P satisfies (3.5.3), let Xi for i =1.2 be the set of all variables which occur in ti. If

X1 = 0 or X2 = 0, then obviously AEDB

[()K xi = I)

A

(Ni2 xi =

P, otherwise it is easy to see that AEDB i= P 4-

1)].
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In case (3.5.4) obviously AEDB iv P 4-* t1 = I holds.

Observe now that in cases (3.5.1)

-

(3.5.5) P is equivalent over AEDB to a formula over Li

u {A,B,±), where i =1 or i = 2. Using Lemma 3.3 we obtain a desired decomposition of P.
Other cases of P being an atomic formula are dealt similarly and we omit them.
The only nontrivial case in the inductive step is P being of the form vx Q, where AEBB
Q 4-* 4A
1=1 ((F ) A
=

Since

v (G

) 13 )

for certain Fi's over L1 U {A,B) and Gi's over L2 u (A,B}.
=

AEBB

(vx P)

4-4

ha vx((Fi)A V (Gi)B),
=1

it is enough to show a transformation of every formula vx((Fi)A v (Gi)B) for i =1,

n into a

formula of desired form. First we observe that such a formula is equivalent over AEDB to the

disjunction of these formulae
3.5.5

((Fi)A (i/x) V (Gi)A (I/x))

A

3.5.6

vx [A(x)

((Fi)A v (Gi)B)]

A

3.5.7

vx [B(x)

((Fi)A v (Gi)B)]

Using Lemma 3.3 we transform formula (3.5.6) into an equivalent one which has a
desired form. transformations of (3.5.7) and (3.5.8) are similar and we present here only a
transformation of (3.5.7).
By Lemma 3.4 (3.5.7) is equivalent over AEDB to

3.5.8

vx [A(x)

Since in (GIN)B
(vx Fi)A

((FI)A V (G;(x))B)1

x does not occur free, (3.5.9) is equivalent over AEDB to
v (Gi(x))B.

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.5.
3.6

Proof of Proposition 3.2

Let P be a first order formula over the language of A. By Lemma 3.5 it is equivalent
over AEBB to iXt [(FI )A v (GOB], where Fi's are over .t.1 u (A,B) and Gi's are over L2 U
1=1

{A,B).
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Let X be the set of all variables which occur free in P.

By Lemma 3.4 for every 1 < i <

n, A(X) A (G1)0 has a constant true value over AeB (i.e. it is equivalent over M434B to a
sentence. Let E, be true if AMB i= A(X) A (G,)B, and false otherwise obviously.

3.6.1

AeB t= (A(X) A P)

4-

A(X) A

n4(

i =1

((Fi)A V Ei).

Let Fi* be obtained from Fi by replacing in Fi every subformula of the form A(t) by true,

and every subformula of the form B(t) by false. It follows easily from (3.6.1) that we can
take as the sought Q:

i =1

(F * v E.). This completes the proof of proposition 3.2.
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